Different mRNA expression profile during tumor progression in a well-differentiated liposarcoma--A microdissection approach.
Like malignant fibrous histiocytoma (MFH), dedifferentiated liposarcoma represents a distinct subtype of liposarcoma and is characterized by an abrupt transition from well-differentiated liposarcoma (WDL) to highgrade dedifferentiated liposarcoma (DDL) . In addition, specific cytogenetic aberrations support the close biological relationship between WDL and DDL. Recent observations indicated the significance of cell cycle aberrations in tumor progression from the low-malignant, well differentiated to its dedifferentiated form, the prognosis of which is poor. Thus, alterations of mdm2 and p53 genes belong to the most frequently reported alterations in these two subtypes of liposarcoma. In previous investigations, we reported that loss of heterozygosity at the Rb gene locus, telomerase activity, hTERT, and c-Myc expression were associated with tumor progression in liposarcomas. In this study, we report on a case of a WD/DDL, in which both tumor components were separated using laser microdissection (P.A.L.M.) for the investigation of hTERT mRNA expression on a LightCycler. Macroscopically selected and histologically proven cryosections of low malignant and highly malignant tumor areas were cytogenetically investigated to confirm the diagnosis and to find additional chromosomal alterations with tumor progression.